


Studio Two is built on almost 2 decades of creative 
services, marketing and digital infrastructure 
experience. Nestled up on beautiful Tamborine 
Mountain, our team provide retained marketing 
services to mid sized businesses in Australia. With 
a keen focus on analytics driven design, we ensure 
brands grow through consistent channels of digital 
and real world placement.
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With multiple layers of technical expertise to rely on, you’ll be in great 
hands for all your marketing, digital and reporting requirements. 
Ultimately, we’re a beautifully balanced group of designers working on a 
mountain, and we’re ready to help your business grow.

As Director and also head of analytics and marketing, I have a lead role 
in ensuring your brand is correctly measured and then positioned to 
grow. I will be hands-on throughout the entire process.

S K I L L S E T

Graphic Design + UX
Web Development (Support)
Analytics & SEO
Customer Experience
Media management
Social and Search Marketing
Photography

S T U D I O  T W O

S t e v e n  V a w d r e y

Studio Two Director

Steven Vawdrey

MESSAGE FROM
OUR DIRECTOR

ABOUT US

Our studio handles multiple disciplines, making us perfect when 
your marketing requires multiple skilled technicians. We provide 

highly skilled services, for a portion of the cost of hiring multiple staff 
for the same workload.

P E R S O N A L L Y

Fascinated by business modelling
Building the Tamborine Mountain economy
Was a table tennis champion
Studied Architecture 
Is building a house
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Kosta is our code-monkey, focusing on 
custom web apps, third party integrations 
and cleaning up inherited code. His care 
for every project is second only to his 
enthusiasm in completing 10 pushups 
every 30 minutes. Jokes aside, Kosta works 
tirelessly to ensure all our websites are 
always live and working efficiently.

MEET
YOUR TEAM

Kais holds a Masters of Branding and 
Identity (University of the Arts, London) 
while also speaking English, French 
and Arabic. Kais keeps every pixel in it’s 
place – in both digital and print. Kais 
has worked with Dell, Ford, Olympus, 
PWC, Queensland Government, Save the 
ChildrenUnicef, Unilever & UNICEF. 

Chad Breece, a lead wizard in our “defence 
against the dark arts,” is our resident deep 
thinker and problem solver. A veteran sales 
and marketing consultant with a unique 
ability to foresee both emerging trends 
and new markets. Chad works hands on 
in our innovation labs with a surprisingly 
optimistic ‘disrupt or die’ attitude.

KAIS AL KAISSI KOSTA ANDONOVSKI CHAD BREECE

Design Web Digital Marketing

S K I L L S E T

Graphic Design
Brand Identity 
UI/UX
Web development (Support)
Photography

P E R S O N A L L Y

Speaks English, French & Arabic
Advises NGOs on their brands
Founded a children's toy & book

S K I L L S E T

Web development
Database and API development 
Advanced web integrations, 
Messenger bots
Digital automation

P E R S O N A L L Y

Speaks English, German & Bosnian 
Has a twin brother
Does not stop working

S K I L L S E T

Graphic Design
SEO + Web Support
Social and Search Marketing
Video marketing
Analytics

P E R S O N A L L Y

Is part of the rural fire brigade
A community gardener
Works in youth empowerment
Has a Siberian kitten
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R E A D Y  T O  G R O W

WORKING
TOGETHER

ABOUT YOU

HOW WE WORK 

Your business is looking to grow. 
Studio Two can bring a multi-faceted growth strategy to your marketing 
table, while also effectively providing clear measurement tools to you 
and your executive team. To reach your goals, we use the following 
skillsets:

• Marketing strategy, planning and execution.
• Graphic design, photography and videography.
• Marketing and advertising (search, social, SEO and real world).
• Web infrastructure and development.
• Granular analytics and live design.

Once we’re underway, we’ll be reporting regularly and meeting to 
discuss your marketing progress. These meeting are imperative to 
your marketing and business growth. They are also great opportunity 
to discuss future proofing and planning for innovation within your 
marketing goals. If you require more regular meetings, just let us know.

We’ll precisely measure your current brand position. From this we will 
then strategise clear goals and time lines for your marketing. We’ll 

keep meeting regularly to remain flexible in your requirements.
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EXPERIENCE

Our latest projects

AINSLIE BULLION
GOLD. SILVER. PLATINUM.
CRYPTOCURRENCY.

We remain flexible within our work relationship with Ainslie. Each yearly 
engagement, we develop a plan of attack for both marketing, digital infrastructure 
maintenance and digital development for new methods of consumer engagement. 
Outside of this work framework, we must be able to respond quickly to market 
fluctuations (up or down) and change brand messaging quickly and effectively.

We’ve been working with Ainslie Bullion and their associated brands for 8 years.
During this time we’ve lifted their monthly digital traffic to approx 80,000 unique visitors. 
They are now the 3rd largest bullion dealer in Australia and lead the way with bullion 
innovation in the Asia Pacific.

AINSLIE BULLION
Multiple brand management
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The gold standard is now the perfect 
stablecoin in a world of inflating/deflating 
and volatile currencies while also giving 
you access to one of the most efficient 
methods to buy gold anywhere in the 
world.

Ainslie Bullion is one of Australia's leading 
gold & silver bullion dealers, since 1974. 
Offering live pricing, historical price charts, 
and a huge range of gold, silver and 
platinum either online or instore, making 
Ainslie Queensland's largest bullion dealer. 
Ainslie produce and sell their own range of 
gold and silver bullion offering world class 
products at 'local' prices. 

THE GOLD STANDARD
Physical metal, but digital

We work closely with Ainslie, building and maintaining all 
of their business identity, all marketing activities, 
continued SEO and PR activities, photography of product, 
new product and infrastructure development, and 
monthly reporting with granular analytics + continued 
recommendations with living design and marketing.

AINSLIE
As real as it gets
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EXPERIENCE

AINSLIE X STUDIO TWO 
HIGHLIGHTS

A I N S L I E ’ S  G O L D  &  S I LV E R  S T A N D A R D 
2 0 1 9 - P R E S E N T
Studio Two played a pivotal role in the recent release 
of Australia's (and nearly the world) first physical 
gold backed cryptocurrency. Sales for this new asset 
backed crypto topped 5M within the first 2 months 
of trade. We play on ongoing role in the brand 
management and marketing for this product.

A I N S L I E  B U L L I O N
2 0 1 1 - P R E S E N T
Studio Two helped Ainslie Bullion become the first 
bullion dealer to sell bullion through an online 
store. In an industry that predominantly works in 
the ‘real world’ we saw huge opportunity to move 
a percentage of sales into an online environment. 
Today, online sales exceed in store sales (by 
number), which has improved business efficiency 
exponentially and leaves in-store staff members to 
focus on high-quality sales.
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EXPERIENCE

ACIT GROUP
WE SPEAK FOOD

ACIT Group prides itself on providing food logistics and refrigerated transport solutions 
for all sizes of businesses. Whether you require refrigerated trucking to move food 
around Australia, or somewhere to store your frozen, chilled or dry foods - we have the 
space to look after your requirements. Our cold storage facilities are located in Brisbane, 
Sydney and Melbourne. We're also Australian Accredited as an Export Facility.

ACIT GROUP
Freight logistics, Cold Storage 
and Food innovation.
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ACIT have also used Studio Two to build 
and maintain a consumer App for the 
aviation industry. This App ‘Aeroplate’ 
gives consumers the ability to review 
inflight food while flying with any airline 
at any airport in the World. Data from 
these reviews is seen as valuable to airline 
caterers and airlines themselves.

Building a completely custom web based 
Freight Management system that allows 
ACIT to better manage their logistics. This 
is currently the only system of it’s kind 
in Australia, as it allows sub contracted 
freight providers to be part of the system. 
This system is currently being used 
extensively with SnapFresh / Qantas 
/ DNata to ensure freight is delivered 
ontime with a high level of measurability.

AEROPLATE

FREIGHT ONE

Data collation app for 
the aviation industry

Custom freight management software

We continue to grow the ACIT brand within the food logistics 
and storage industry - and have successfully helped expand 
this business from Brisbane - to Sydney, Melbourne and
Perth. Following a successful rebrand 5 years ago, we have 
helped fill storage capacity in new cold storage centres, 
launched a high conversion based website (services based), 
used existing trucks and sub-contracted trucks as billboards 
to help grow brand awareness, worked with international 
food brands to gain Australian distribution of their product 
and much much more.
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EXPERIENCE

ACIT X STUDIO TWO
HIGHLIGHTS

C 3  /  A C I T  -  Q A N T A S  C A T E R I N G  F O O D 
S A L E S  2 0 1 7
Studio Two worked to improve Qantas Catering 
and SnapFresh sales documentation to better their 
brand position internationally, while also showing 
worldwide airlines the true quality of product that 
can be made from Australia.
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F R E I G H T O N E
F R E I G H T  L O G I S T I C S  W E B  S O F T W A R E
2 0 1 7 - P R E S E N T

Studio Two continues to work with ACIT in 
developing their custom freight management
system. This system brings many more advanced 
management options compared to an off
the shelf system and we continue to look forward to 
further developing this software to it’s
full potential.
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EXPERIENCE

Our latest projects

ECOPRINT
PRINTING DOESN'T HAVE TO COST
THE EARTH
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BMW
Caritas
New South Wales Government
Queensland Government 
Queensland Police 
Seed and Sprout
Sullivans Cove Whisky
Solar Analytics
Humanitarian Advisory Group
Coastal Protection Core

Proudly printing for

With foresight and a robust plan of consistent digital based 
marketing, Managing Director Steven Vawdrey established 
a print  industry niche that is quickly leading the way for an 
industry norm.

With an astounding cache of clientele any print business 
would be jealous of, Ecoprint is positioning itself centre stage 
in the age of climate change. This success stems from the 
careful and efficient marketing direction by Steve and his 
team at Studio Two.
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EXPERIENCE

A design history

FURTHER WORK

S2 designed branding, signage and interior 
design elements throughout the entire 
complex.

All interior and exterior signage designed 
by S2 (and BluePrint Architects)
Over 15 floors of tactile braile signage, as 
well as styled fascia signage at the 
entrance to building.

PORTSIDE BRISBANE

IBM

Retail prescence

Brisbane Building
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Studio Two worked closely in their retail 
hospitality setting to complete a 
multitude of high value design tasks 
across multiple venues in Brisbane and 
Sydney.

Interior design, and full design suite: Full 
Moon Hotel, Sandgate
Belvedere Hotel, Redcliffe
Grand Central Hotel and Cellars, Brisbane 
Mean Fiddler Hotel, Sydney

We developed their entire packaging label 
design. This design is stil used, 10 years 
later and continues to give Barambah 
Organics strong market presence instore.

We developed the branding and packaging 
for Georges Yoghurt. Also developed the 
unique tagline "Get a bit of culture".

THE DRINX GROUP

GEORGE'S YOGHURT

Hospitality engagement

BARAMBA ORGANICS 
Premium Dairy

Get a bit of culture
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PET PROJECTS

Things we do for fun

OUR PET
PROJECTS

We’re always developing new ideas in our spare time 
(which is pretty limited). These projects allow us to 
grow our skillset even more, especially as technology 
advancement continues to explode. Here are some 
great S2 pet projects we have built and launched into 
the world.
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BUSINESS DOKS
File manager software that tells you what is due. 
BusinessDoks securely stores all your staff, customer 
or equipment documentation, and actively reminds 
you if anything is due for renewal. Our SMS software 
also gives you Bulk SMS capability, giving you the 
power to send grouped SMS to your entire user base. 
businessdoks.com
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TRADETREND.IO
Traders! Step away from the screens. Relax and wait 
for the market movement. We'll let you know when it 
happens. TradeTrend uses Facebook messenger to keep 
you notified, for FREE.

Fully customisable notifications of market movements, 
percentage movements within any amount of time 
you set. Jump in and will first access to our upcoming 
Trend AI, a world first on-demand Machine Learning 
request that operates inside your messenger. 
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THE DEAD PLEDGE 
PROJECT

Break free from your dead pledge (Mortgage). Discover 
how much you can save, with our
simple calculator. A few dollars a day can reduce your 
mortgage by months, sometimes
years! deadpledges.com

This clever calculator uses an algorithmic calculation 
so that you can quickly see your savings.
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We’re here for you.

Studio Two doesn’t actively or aggressively seek new 
clientele, as our existing clients are extremely loyal 
and we also love working with them.

Perhaps you're looking for a hard working design 
and marketing team that you can depend on?

Let us know if you’d like to work together!

Landline
+61 5545 4513

Email
info@studio-two.com.au

Mobile
+61 414 931 023

Website
www.studio-two.com.au
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